and the unreal, the banal and the unexpectedly terrifying, the films also convey, through displacement, the French experience of the war-the absurd proximity of normal life to the ghastly horrors of trench warfare'. 5 Abel's suspicion can indeed be borne out by close analysis of the films. liaisons with the succession of Grand Vampires, gang leaders with whom she invariably falls in love. The persistence of these images points to a cultural preoccupation with fathers at a time when many more of them were going off to the front than were coming back-in the first four months of the war alone,
France had lost about 850,000 men, who were either dead, wounded, missing in action, or taken prisoner. himself with his three small sons, along with his wet-nurse bill; and it is followed by Philippe's return home to bid farewell to his widowed mother before embarking upon the investigation.
The image of the severed head also appears in the metonymic form of a hat. Mazamette spends a brief period as a mortician, in an effort to reform his errant ways. As proof of his newfound trustworthiness, he shows Philippe a note (episode 3) that reads 'Municipal funeral home certificate. We certify that M.
Oscar-Cloud Mazamette has proved to be a devoted and punctual employee, about whom our clients have never made the slightest complaint'. 11 Of course, the joke here is that the beneficiaries of Mazamette's services would not be able Alluding to the widespread (if temporary) perception by early film audiences that close-ups showed dismembered bodies, Leutrat continues: 'There were links in the public imagination between the guillotine's blade, the camera, and closeups'. 13 The severed head appears perhaps most insistently in the work of the film Vampires had a significance beyond that of castration: that of the father separated from his family, through absence or death. For all its (phantasmatic) phallic significance, the severed head was more closely associated with absent fathers at this moment in history. The castration fantasy (the reading of the presence of female genitalia as the 'absence' of male genitalia) constructs the loss, through a phantasmatic wounding, of something that never existed except as a narcissistic projection (giving a phallus with one hand and taking it away with the other).
On the contrary, the loss of fathers and sons in the war was the result of very real wounding, the very real slaughter underlying these images of severed heads.
9
The fear of castration actually covers over, obscures a deeper fear. repeat that performance'. 28 The 'crime' of which most women were implicitly deemed guilty in wartime was not that of castration, but rather that of not having had to risk their lives in combat.
In film, both crime and punishment are often displaced on to the female body. These scenarios of feminine misbehaviour and masculine desire for But even these insistent images of familial cohesion cannot entirely obscure the spectre haunting the serial, the very present absence buried deep within it. As 'in mechanized warfare, machine-gun operators kill without seeing any corpses' 31 , so it is possible to do another kind of shooting-of film-without showing these corpses. When Feuillade's serial was made, the term 'vampirisme' referred to 'a perverse attraction for corpses'. 32 A serial about vampires provided a home for these cadavres, a way of mourning them, without . Indeed, castration here both signals and obscures the death that dare not speak its name.
